AUTO REWIND HOSE REEL NW-10S / NW-15S / NW-20S / NW-30S
LOCATION






Find a suitable position to install your Retractable Hose Reel
Please take the following into account;
- The structure you mount the unit on must be of solid and sound construction,
which will not be upended when extending the unit.
- The unit must be able to rotate 180 degrees.
- Ensure that there are no obstacles in the immediate surroundings that will
prevent the hose to be extended.
- Mount the unit at a convenient height.
- Mount the unit no further from the water source as what the connecting hose
will allow.
- Should your garden exceed double the maximum length of the extended hose try
to place the unit in the center.
- Mount the unit in such a position that it is not subjected to extreme conditions
such as direct sun light, extreme heat or cold.
The unit is supplied with two mounting brackets, consider the following;
- Use one in the front and the other at the back of the dwelling to ensure optimum
use.
- Install multiple fixed source points if your furthest point exceeds more than
double the maximum extended length – or install a second unit.

INSTALLATION




Tools required;
- Power Drill with suitable 8mm Drill Bit
- Hammer.
- No 10 Spanner or Adjustable Wrench.
- Pencil.
- Spirit Level.
- Safety equipment during installation – Eye and ear protection and suitable
gloves.
Installation.
- Place the mounting bracket against the wall, ensure that it is level and mark the
holes.
NOTE: The unit will always swivel to its lowest point if the bracket is not
mounted level.
- Drill all holes with an 8mm masonry drill bit, at least 70mm deep.
- Remove all the dust from the hole and insert the provided plugs.
- Mount the bracket with the provided M6 x 60 Coach Screws and washers. Take

-

care not to overtighten the screws as it could crack the mounting bracket.
Connect the unit to the water source with the provided connection.

OPERATION






Extending
- Connect the unit to the water source.
- Open the valve.
- Extend the hose to the point required and allow the hose to return back
slightly, the mechanism will click as the hose is locked into position.
- Open the nozzle and water.
Further extending,
- Gently extend the hose until the next point is reached and allow the hose to
return back slightly, the mechanism will click as the hose is locked into
position.
Retraction.
- It is recommended that the unit is retracted after use – it will prolong the
life of your hose as it not exposed to extreme weather conditions (UV rays /
freezing)
- Close the valve at the source, disconnect the unit and open the nozzle - this
will allow all the water to run out as the hose is retracted.
- Pull the hose slightly further out until the lock is released.
- Slowly and in a controlled manner allow the unit to retract until fully
retracted.
- It is recommended to wipe the hose clean during retraction as to prevent
grime and dirt entering the unit – it will prolong the life span.

WARNINGS










Wear recommended protection during installation.
Do not allow uninstructed / untrained persons to operate the unit.
Do not allow children to play with the unit it is not a toy. Always supervise
when used by children.
Do not wear loose clothing or untied hair as this could become entangled and
be pulled into the unit resulting in bodily injury.
Do not allow the hose to retract uncontrolled as this could;
- Result in bodily injury to man or animal.
- Will damage the unit and render the warranty null and void.
Do not over extend the unit past its maximum length.
Do Not open the unit. This will result in bodily injury and will render the
warranty null and void.
The unit is for domestic use only and not suitable for communal /
commercial or industrial use.
Water pressure may not exceed 7 Bar.

WARRANTY

Please refer to the Product Warranty Policy on the Website at www.starline.co.za
Copy right rest in NA Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd

